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ROMA INCLUSION = ILLUSION!
Within the last seven years,
two events took place that were
supposed to noticeably improve
Roma people’s everyday lives:
On the one hand, there was
the Declaration of 2005 in
Sofia, Bulgaria which marked
the so-called Decade of Roma
Inclusion. Then, the memorial
to the Sinti and Roma murdered under National Socialism
was inaugurated.
To the general public, both
events were portrayed as
reparations to Europe’s largest
minority. The “Roma-decade”
promoted European governments’ support for the social
and economic inclusion of the
Roma into society/-ies; the
inauguration of the memorial
manifested an acknowledgement of Sinti and Roma as
victims of the holocaust. It
appears that in the EU, the
social and political foundation for any Roma family to
improve their life has thus
been laid, a foundation that
goes as far as offering political
support to those Roma who are
political refugees and without
EU-citizenship.
But what are the realities of
the situation ? How developed are strategies to deal with
anti-Romaism? To what extent
are the Roma’s rights being
respected, and how much actual
recognition and support are
they getting from mainstream
society?
The economic crisis and general
societal transformations within
the European Union have given
rise to neo-nationalist discourses. In Bulgaria and the Czech
Republic, hate mobs incited
violence against Roma people,
culminating in pogroms in
autumn 2011.
The situation in Hungary

remains critical. Der Tagesspiegel (a German daily newspaper)
reported: “In the summer, a
young blond police woman
was raped and murdered Pécs,
a town in Southern Hungary.
After a Rom had been arrested
as the prime suspect, nationalists began stirring up an antiRoma atmosphere. The extreme
right-wing party “Jobbik” (“For
a Better Hungary”) demanded to bring back the death
penalty, and was backed by
Fidesz-politicians, the “Alliance
of Young Democrats”-party
currently in power.
The Hungarian Guard
Movement, a banned paramilitary organization, marched
again. In October 2012,
more than a thousand rightwing extremists protested
in Miskolc, a town in East
Hungary. Jobbik-delegate
Zsolt Egyed announced to the
masses: “We have to act now,
to save our future and to free
Hungary of this ‘Gypsy’-criminality.”
The ERRC (European Roma
Rights Centre) has been
keeping track of violence
against Roma in Slovakia,
Hungary and the Czech
Republic accounted by the
media and non-governmental
organizations. An alarming
pattern of anti-Roma violence
in the region emerges from
the reports. ERRC list more
than 120 assaults on Roma and
their property over the last few
years up to July 2012, incidents
that shootings, knifings and
Molotov-cocktails being
thrown.
Unfortunately, the situation is
not much better in countries
in Western Europe. In France,
three camps were cleared
within three days in August

2012.
After a false rape-allegation
made by a young Italian
woman, a mob from Turin set
fire to a Roma-camp in December 2011.
In Germany, mass deportations
of Roma to the Kosovo-region,
to Serbia or Macedonia happen
frequently. “Many Roma from
Serbia and the Kosovo have
been living in Germany for over
ten years, some even as long as
twenty, with the shaky status
of a short-term, revocable
suspension of deportation
hanging over them. Especially
the children that have grown
up in Germany over those years
have their roots here.”
Confronted with such a culture
of hate, one would expect
strenuous opposition on sides
of the Roma organizations.
However, self-representational
Roma politics are not being
promoted. One example is the
Berlin-based Projekt Community Building. While it is
supposed to help Roma devise
a structure for self-helping, and
support them in confronting
anti-Romaism, the reality looks
somewhat different.
The Rroma Klub Theater is
a cultural center with a long
history of producing theatre
performances, as well as
offering a space where events
and exhibitions take place, and
Roma from Berlin can come
together and meet.
The federal state government
refuses to recognize its status
as a cultural center. The Rroma
Informations Centrum is
the only Roma-organization
in Berlin that functions on
politically self-representational
grounds, but it can only pay the
rent till spring 2013. A community building project cannot
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work if Roma organizations are
not invited to partake, and/
or informed and included in
working out a concept. A normal
strategy would be to support
both organizations and institutions, and involve them from
the beginning.
The result seems contradictory:
the majority of people working
for Community Building Projekt
are non-Roma experts and
organisations. The project has
managed to secure funding to
offer positions to non-Roma
people, but neither interest nor
capacities to support the Informations Centrum or the Theater
Kultur Centrum.
This type of discrimination
actually reproduces the classical
stereotypes/clichés. According to Berlin’s federal state
government, Roma experts are
considered incapable of working
professionally and correctly,
and require non-Roma people
to do the organizing for them.
To be qualified for this kind of
work, experience is as important as training- experience
that Roma people cannot gather
if non-Roma “experts” and
organisations are involved on
such a scale. Those working for
these organisations are not able
to speak about the situation
of the Roma people without
regard for their own interests
and power positions. As long as
self-presentation and spaces of
and for the Roma people are not
supported, a proper opposition
to anti-Romaism is not possible, and self-representational
politics as a counterweight
to the alarming increase of
neo-Nazism is practically
stalled.
The positioning of the few
Roma-representatives there
are complicates the situation
further. Far too often, the
chairpeople of Sinti and Roma
organisations are most invested

in personal or partisan interests
and are quick to forget that they
carry the responsibility of an
entire people.
While neo-Nazis are terrorizing the Roma in Hungary, the
chairman of the Central Council
of German Sinti and Roma, Mr
Romani Rose, accepts an order
of merit from Hungary’s rightconservative prime minister
Viktor Orbán. “Romani Rose,
chairman of the Central Council
of German Sinti and Roma,
did not for a moment consider
that he could have turned down
the award. He commented, ‘I
couldn’t have talked to anyone
anymore after that’ on Thursday
night (October 2012) on his
way up the stairs to the first
floor of the Hungarian embassy
Unter den Linden, where Viktor
Orbán was about to present him
with the Highest State Order of
Hungary, Commander’s Cross’.”
It is an act of silent condoning
of Hungarian government
policy- a policy under which
Roma people are openly insulted, repressed through racist
accusations and terrorized.
In a series of killing in
2008/2009 (also under Fidezgovernment), several Hungarian Roma were injured and six
murdered, among them a small
child.
A member of Fidez and personal
friend of Viktor Orbán’s, Zsolt
Bayer, denounced Hungarian
Roma’s belonging to human
society, and described the
“Gypsies’” behaviour as “animalistic and bestial”. Why did Mr
Rose solidarize himself with
Orbán’s government instead of
the nearly 400 000 Roma living
in poverty and fear in Hungary
today?
Even more incomprehensible
is the criticism directed at the
Roma artist Marika Schmiedt
from among her own ranks.
Instead of declaring solidari-

ty with her and appreciating
her courage in standing up for
Sinti and Roma in a climate as
hostile towards them as that in
Europe, some Roma activists are
extremely reproachful towards
her work.
Marika’s valid artistic response
to Mr Rose’s behaviour, in which
she depicted him with a swastika, was criticized heavily by
several people online. She was
accused of reacting too aggressively, and that her satirizing a
Sinto is unacceptable. Strangely
enough, these same activists
seemingly chose to ignore that
it was Mr Rose himself who
supported anti-Roma policies.

We criticize our own
artists and solidarize
ourselves with Fidez
and Jobbik.
A long as self-representational
politics are not supported and
funded, inclusion of the Roma
people will remain utopian! As
long as the critical voices are
neglected, true representational
politics can not even be thought
about. As long as some Sinti and
Roma representatives ruthlessly
pursue only their own interests,
commitment to the rights of the
Roma people is senseless and
absurd.
By Georgel Caldararu,
Editor Der Paria
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AGAINST BEGGARS
AGAINST ROMA
THE EU’S CAMPAIGN AGAINST BEGGING ROMA
On his website, mayor Christian
Ude urges Munich’s inhabitants:
“Be cold-hearted, please!” He
elaborates: “Begging is a phenomenon that was brought to
Germany from South-Eastern
EU-accession countries. Tightly
organized, they employ effectively
staged neediness to cash in on
easy money.” (Waringo 2012)
For two years, Munich has had
plain-clothed police enforcing the
ban on begging. They confiscate
the beggars’ money, impose fines
and whoever can’t pay up and gets
caught a second time is put into
coercive detention. (Anne Will,
“Betteln, Schnorren, Spenden
sammeln. Wird unser Mitleid
ausgenutzt?“ aired 06.12.2012)
In late 2007, Geneva and Helsinki
determined that Roma begging
with their children, or “instructing” their children to do the
begging, would lose custody of
them. In Luxembourg, the police
justified their harsh approach in
dealing with Romanian beggars
by claiming that inactivity would
lead to further spreading of the
problem. “If we don’t act, it will
just get worse and worse, and
eventually the children will be
doing all the work for them,” said
metropolitan police officer Kristin
Schmit. She added that this would
be unacceptable, as the childrenbeing European children, after allqualified for compulsory education under Luxembourgian law.

In March 2012, the Neue Züricher
Zeitung (a Swiss newspaper)
published the following article:
„Geneva struggles with the ban on
begging – Romandy as a cosy spot
for Roma beggars: The ban on
begging, introduced by Geneva’s
cantonal parliament in 2007, has
apparently not lead to a decline
in numbers of Roma beggars and
is overstraining the judiciary.
FDP-parliamentarian Lüscher,
who fathered the begging ban,
senses bad blood.” (Büchi 2012)
In February 2012, the states
of Vienna and Salzburg were
joined by Styria in passing a
ban on begging (Frank 2011).
Five months later, however, the
Constitutional Court declared
a general begging ban unconstitutional (Steiermark ORF.at),
followed by the same verdict in
Styria in January 2013. What
consequences will lifting the ban
have?
Austria’s Constitutional Court
issued a press release which states
that obtrusive begging as well
as begging with minors will be
punishable (vfgh 2013). “Furthermore, the Court has ruled not to
grant a repair period, but that
earlier provisions of the Viennese
Security Law shall be reinstituted.
It explicitly points out that ‘silent’
begging cannot be forbidden, as
such a ban would violate human
rights conventions.” (bettellobbywien 2013)

“The main argument for a ban on
begging rests on the existence
of a so-called ‘begging mafia’,
fabricated by political decision
makers. Styrian governor Voves
also brought up exploitative
instigators who own mansions in
Romania in order to push the ban
through. It was revoked by the
Constitutional Court.” (bettellobbywien 2013)
“As reported, the highest-up
opponent of begging in the
Austrian police force, leader of the
anti-human trafficking department of the Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs, Gerald Tatzgern,
tried to unsettle donators.
Since 90% of money given to
beggars flows directly into the
mafia-bosses’ safes, donating
equals supporting the mafia,
according to Tatzgern. (…) A
journalist for Wiener Zeitung
directed some further questions
at the Ministry.
She received the following reply
from the Viennese metropolitan
police: ‘Up to November 2012, we
have received 1338 complaints for
begging, four of which were regarding begging with children and
28 regarding organized begging.
The majority of complaints were
about obtrusive begging and
begging for gain (423).’ This was
the answer given to her question
about the bosses: ‘No informa-
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tion can be given on how many
people who had forced others into
begging were punished.’ (quoted
in Wiener Zeitung, published
13.12.2012 online)“ (bettellobbywien 2013)
French president Francois
Hollande’s new socialist government continued former president
Nicolas Sarkozy’s anti-Romaist
policies. The French police
evicted a Roma-camp near Lille in
August 2012. Its 200 inhabitants,
amongst them 60 children, were
displaced. The event was preceded by raids in Paris and Lyon,
in the scope of which hundreds
of undocumented immigrant
Roma people had been forced to
leave their apartments. “According to critics, the supposedly
voluntary return that comes with
a government-issued bonus is
really nothing but ‘deportation in
disguise’. Roma returning from
France to Romania were given
300 Euros for every adult, and
150 for every child. (…) Although
the Roma only make up a small
part of France’s migrant population, they are often confronted
with the harshest discrimination
since they are nomadic, and some
of them have to fend for themselves and resort to pickpocketing
and aggressive begging.” (Spiegel.
de, 2012)
Since 2008, Italy has been collecting fingerprints of all Roma for
the racist, central criminal records
office, even the children’s: “It is
necessary to fight criminality”,
said Italy’s minister of the interior
Roberto Maroni. Equally, it is
used to track down illegal immigrants and deport them. (Teschner
2008)
When Romania and Bulgaria
joined the EU in June 2008,
Finland’s president Tarja Halonen

commented that the country’s
population and media were
shocked at the presence of the
Romanian beggars, and stated
that in Finland, “begging is not
a career.” Finnish newspaper
Helsingin Sanomat claimed that
the beggars had been brought
over across the Baltic States by
minibus. In November 2007,
it ran a story on the arrest of
a “criminal gang” in Romanian
Birchis that had supposedly transported the Roma to Finland. The
newspaper indignantly reported
that the “gang leaders had houses,
gold and cash money.” (Waringo
2012)
A Finnish police man, Marko
Forss, reproduced and promoted stereotypes/clichés about
the Roma on Twitter. After he
was criticized for his actions in
November 2012, he retorted by
saying that he didn’t think the
jokes he had made about “gypsies”
were racist. (Tessieri 2012)

Bans on begging and
their violent enforcement in the EU target
Roma people, and criminalize and
illegalize them.
The claim that begging happens
by order of (some gang-like)
organizations whose heads and
leaders are stationed abroad have
not been backed up by factual
evidence. There are no reasons to
suspect organized begging.
The police and the public prosecution department’s assessments
show that there were no indicators for organized begging and
the exploitation that comes with
it. Marion Thusmann focused on
the begging with an emphasis
on beggars from Eastern Europe
for her thesis. In an article, she
writes: “There seems to be a

deliberate circumvention of a
concrete definition of ‘organization’. On the one hand, it is
used to establish an association
to ‘organized crime’ and suggest
exploitative goings-on to the
general public. On the other hand,
anything more than three people
(even grandmother, mother and
daughter) arranging to meet up
and beg together is considered
‘organized’.” (Waringo 2012)
The only case regarding
“organized begging” that the
Viennese Criminal Police Office
has dealt with found a surprising resolution: No charges were
pressed because the seventeen
supposed victims did not actually
see themselves as victims at all,
but experienced their situation in
Austria to be more liveable and
dignified than their position in
Romania had been. (Frank 2011)
In the process of researching
the hunt on begging Roma in
Europe, I noticed that it was
mostly Romanian Roma who were
being referenced in my findings.
Harsh measures and actions
against Romanian Roma is an
everyday occurrence in Europe
(see also Interview with MariaGracia Guimarães), justified by
claims made by the police that
inactivity would only lead to a
further spreading of the problem.
I think that in order to contextualize and understand the bigger
picture, we should take a closer
look at Romanian Roma’s current
situation.
In Baia Mare, Romania, Roma
were rehoused to a contaminated
factory: liberal mayor Catalin
Chereches wanted to put 2000
Roma up in laboratories on the
grounds after having them forcefully evicted from their homes.
The labs were infested with
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highly toxic substances, including sulphuric acid. Most Roma
resisted the evictions and forced
rehousing. However, fourteen
people, most of them children,
had to be treated for poisoning in
Baia Mare’s hospital.
“Right after the fall of the Wall,
pogrom-like riots against the
Roma had made post-communist
Romania the centre of international attention (…).” (Totok 2012)
“A drastic albeit not unique
example of dehumanizing actions
against Roma is currently playing
out in Temesvár. Romanian
neo-Nazi group NAT88 (who
‘focus their efforts’ on ‘gypsies’)
promised 300 Leu (ca 68 Euros)
to every Roma-woman who would
provide them with a doctor’s
certificate that she had undertaken a sterilization in 2013.
NAT88 legitimized their plan by
claiming numerous ‘brutal attacks
by the gypsies on the general
population’, and added that the
sterilizations would be ‘completely voluntary’.” (pesterlloyd.net,
2013)
Implementing the begging ban is
the actualization of discriminating practices whilst pretending to
‘protect’ the beggars from being
exploited by gang-like organisations. Supposedly, young girls in
company of a small child are being
forced to beg. Even single instances where it might be true that
begging Roma are being exploited
cannot be used as legitimization
to criminalize and illegalize a
people.
In Styrian politics, the begging
ban also went by “security law”.
Upon closer inspection, I started
wondering who was supposed to
be protected from whom? I think
that EU-politicians are utilizing

the ban on begging and antiRomaist stereotyping for their
own interests.
They want to control and eventually illegalize Roma immigration,
thus infringing on European
Roma’s freedom of movement.
The newspaper Züricher Zeitung
wrote: “The begging ban, which
was introduced by Geneva’s cantonal parliament in 2007, apparently not lead to a decline in numbers
of Roma beggars and is overstraining the judiciary.” (Büchi 2012)
The motivation to rob Roma
of their right to freedom of
movement, as much as the reproduction of stereotypes/clichés are
rooted in right-wing ideology.

Currently, the EU wants
to convince us that Roma
are aggressive beggars
who being exploited
by criminals, who in
turn are exploiting the
pity and compassion
of non-Roma- enough
reasons to take the
beggars’ money, impose
fines, throw them
into prison, take their
children away and
restrict their freedom of
movement.
It is every EU-citizen’s right to
move freely within the European
Union and settle wherever they
want.
The EU’s ant-Romaist campaign
manifests itself in the implementation of the begging bans, and
racist agitation aimed at begging
Roma.

By Filiz Demirova,
Editor Der Paria
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HUNGARY
IS NOT A
SAFE
COUNTRY

In 1939, Canda sent back a ship
carrying 900 Jews, leaving them to
the Nazi extermination camps. A
representative of Canada’s Immigration Bureau justified the decision
to turn away the Jewish asylum
seekers by retorting: “No one is
already too many.” It is disconcerting that the 21st century has seen
a return to such an attitude and is
affecting Canada’s governmental
policies regarding Roma refugees.
Currently, a young Roma family
is seeking asylum in a Toronto
church. They would be deported
back to Hungary if they would
as much as set a foot outside the
church. In Hungray, they had received death threats.
Roma are not welcome in Canada.
The Minister for Immigration
Jason Kinney has called them
“deceitful fugitives” who had come
to “sponge on Canada’s generosity”. He frequently downplays the
persecution of Roma in Europe,
claiming that there are only
“occasional acts of discrimination”
against them in Hungary. Even in
the face of international human
rights organisations, he refuses
to acknowledge that Roma are
in need of protection from ultra
right-wing, violent extremism.
When law C-31 was passed in June
2012, the situation for refugees
in Canada worsened significantly.
Accompanied by abolishing access
to public healthcare for many of
them, as well as governmental
authority to arrest asylumseekers
(including children), the law also
granted Minister of Public Security Vic Toews the sole decisionmaking powers to assert the the
“foreigners’” legal status. Furthermore, Kenney was put in charge
of devising a list of “safe nations”.
Hungary and the Czech Republic
are on this list.
Currently, 289 children (75 of
whom are younger than five) are
being detained while their parents

are awaiting a decision over their
refugee- or immigrationstatus.
Men are held separate from their
wives and children. The deportation prisons are surrounded by
cyclone fences and barbed wire;
windows are barred. In one of the
prisons, the playground is circumvented by so-called NATO-wire,
that is barbed wire with razorsharp
blades. At the moment, an estimated 210 (or more) Roma adults
and 40 children are being kept in
Toronto detention centres.
Jason Kinney says that 95% of
application procedures issued
by Roma refugees are denied,
withdrawn or discontinued. Such
an assertion neglects the fact that
the system is inherently opposed
to the applicants. According to
Canadian immigration law, every
application should receive individual attention, but since Kenney’s
generalizing statements about
Roma refugees being “deceitful”,
things have changed. An application procedure is terminated
as soon as the applicant misses
a single deadline related to the
entire procedure, for example
attending their hearing at the
Immigration and Refugee Board
of Canada. Moving/changing the
home address (which can mean
for official mail to be returned),
lack of English language skills, as
much as an insufficient understanding of bureaucratic processes are
further reasons why application
procedures may be closed. Roma
activist Ronald Lee writes: “To
get Roma to agree to a [voluntary
deportation], Canada’s immigration authorities offers money as a
reward. This money, however, does
not go to the refugees but to the
Hungarian government to support
their ‘resettlement’ in Hungary.
Such monetary incentives would
obviously not be necessary if a
larger number of refugees would
voluntarily withdraw their applications.”
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The fact that some Roma are
recognized as refugees goes against
Kenney’s claim that all Roma are
‘deceitful’. Julianna Beaudoin
(doctorand in anthropology, and
migration and ethnic relations
studies at Western University)
writes that “people are ignoring
the fcats and circumstances attesting to 1000 Roma who have been
recognized as refugees throughout
the past decade. Under the crrent
system, these 1000 would have
been convicted. Why do we judge
according to categorizations of
so-called ‘safe nations’ under the
assumption that they are ‘deceitful’?” She points out that Canada
has a history of issuing “visa
restrictions” for Hungary and the
Czech Republic with the explicit
intention of stopping the flow of
Roma asylumseekers […]. The new
‘designated counries of origin’-list
not only perpetuates but worsens
the forms of assessment in all
cases from Hungary and the Czech
Republic.”
A group of Toronto-based Roma
artists took place two weeks ago
with the aim to include refugee
women and children in photographic and print projects. A teenager
had signed up for the photography
course but coul not participate
because he was deported. We were
told by some women and the other
participants that their families had
received negative verdicts. Roma
children who were flourishing at
Toronto schools are being sent
back to being confronted with
racism and violence. Their parents
arrived here, hopeful for a life free
of terror.
One family after the other is
instructed to attest infront of the
immigration authorities, only to be
served their deportation notice to
Hungary.
No one is too many.

Lynn Hutchinson Lee (19.12.2012)
is an interdisciplinary artist living an
dworking in Toronto, Canada. She is
head of the Social Justice Committee
and of the Roma Community Centres.
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FEMINISM?

ROMA &
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What is feminism? What and
who does feminism constitute?
African-American writer and
activist Alice Walker described
feminism in the following way:
“Feminism is the political theory
that aims to liberate all women;
black women, working class women, poor women, women with
disabilities, lesbian women, old
women, but also white, economically privileged, heterosexual
women. Anything on the far
side of this definition of total
freedom is not feminism but
simple self-aggrandizement of
women. (Arndt, Feminismus im
Widerstreit, p. 30)

SOURCE:
Arndt, Susan (2000):
Feminismus im
Widerstreit. Afrikanischer Feminismus
in Gesellschaft und
Literatur. Münster.
30–56.

Mothers play a special role in
Roma communities. Nowadays,
few people know that we are actually a matriarchal people. The
word Dej/Daj is used reverently,
with utmost respect, almost
sacramentally. To insult a Rom’s
mother is equal to a declaration
of war. A Dej/Daj is untouchable.
Why is that? Because we know
what suffering our mothers have
had to bear to get us through
hard times. They endure injustice and put themsleves on the
line when we are too afraid for
ourselves.
As terni Bori (newlywed daughters), the women are devoted
to their mothers-in-law until
they have daughters-in-law of
their own. But how do they live
today and abroad, far away from
“home”?
As non-privileged women with
no access to the educational system (which is more common in

our communities than in mainstream society), they work badly
paid and physically demanding
jobs. Most often they clean. In
any kind of weather. They scrub
floors and windows so that their
children might have a better life.
Not their sons or daughters,
mind, their children are supposed to have it better,
Most of us are educated, we
have academic titles. We are
treated like equals by our
husbands, brothers and fathers.
Outside of family circles and
right in central Europe we even
believe that we are on equal
terms. We know our rights and
demand them when they are
denied to us. But if we take a
closer look, we will discover
that some Roma women are still
bearing the tyranny of drinking
and beating husbands who cheat
on them, often with multiple
women, robbing them of their
rights.

Why do so many
Roma men have
such an increasingly hostile attitude
towards women,
and particularly towards feminists?
Is it contempt? Fear? Perhaps
both? Who are these men that
despise and fear us?
They are the sons of hardworking women who begrudge
us our freedoms and our self-

defined, “easier” lives. Men who
want to have us know that they
are better people. Men who believe that God the Almighty gave
intelligence according to sex. Of
course they believe that men got
the lion’s share. Men who claim
that they want to pave the way
to a women’s movement- as long
as we dance to their tune and
ask no questions.
It is often overlooked that the
(1950s and onwards) women’s
movement could not reach us
because we, among other problems, have men who deprive
us of our rights. Men, whose
children we carry, bear and try
to give a good home.
Do the Roma need feminists?
Do we have to call ourselves
feminists, and be feminists?
As long as we have to fight for
equal rights and recognition,
yes! As long as even a single man
still believe that he is God’s gift
to womankind, yes! As long as
men rob us of the right to decide
what is good for us by and for
ourselves, yes!
Society needs feminists, and the
Roma are amongst those who
need feminists the most! Dear
women, dear mothers of today,
protect your daughters and
environment. Stop bringing Pashas into the world. They pollute.
Achen Devlessa Phejalen!
By Haiba Dzemailii,
Roma activist, interpreter and
translator
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Dear Initiators, cooperation partners
and supporters of the “Organic Garlic Romanes”project”, …
You are carrying out institutional and structural
violence against Roma people with your self-proclaimed “showcase project for Roma integration”.
Developed by Austrian association “European Neighbours”, it presents itself as a “sustainable eco-social
future project for Roma people in Europe”. The
concept behind “Bio Knoblauch Romanes”, however,
is based on racial-anthropological characterizations
and promotes colonialist politics.
The idea was thought up by Bernd Spiegl, head of the
“Verein zur Förderung von Benachteiligten in EuropaEuropean Neighbours“ (Association for the Advancement of the Underprivileged in Europe) from Graz,
not by Roma people themselves. Their own demands
and points of view are absent.
This reveals a certain conceptual proximity to serfdom
and forced labour. In addition, it is a limitation on the
EU’s labour policies, and obviously discriminatory, as
this project targets and marginalizes one particular
group of people.
We also think that the aim of creating employment
opportunities for Roma in their “home countries” is
an infringement on the Roma’s right to freedom of
movement and to settle wherever they chose.
Styrian government official Dr Christian Buchmann
commented:
“We want to promote this idea because we want
actions to follow words. With Organic Garlic
Romanes, we support the creation of jobs for
Roma in their home countries, as well as their
willingness and ability to work. Growing garlic is
a meaningful occupation- as opposed to undignified begging.”
Currently, Roma people are faced with extreme forms
of oppression and are the target of Nazi-marches and
pogroms.
Particularly in relation to such violence, the attitudes
and opinions voiced by the initiators, cooperation partners and supporters of the “Organic Garlic
Romanes” project struck us as extremely unreflected.
By this we mean that a process of recounting of and
accounting for the history of the Roma and Sinti has
not happened, and that the racist preconceptions
about us, i.e. the myths about the “Roma way of life”
should not be reproduced.
They are unashamedly exploiting the Roma’s current

situation, and abuse their
power to instrumentalize us
ONLINE PETITION
for a project that has not been
„STOP BIO KNOBLAUCH
properly thought out.
ROMANES / ORGANIC
The grant of 109 000 Euro
GARLIC ROMANES“
is being misused by the
marikaschmiedt.wordpress.
project executives. Expercom
tise and experience in
collaborating with Roma
people is apparently deemed
unimportant, as is even the
required know-how from planting and tending to
marketing organic garlic in Europe.
The project’s cooperation partner Sissi Potzinger
(ÖVP councilwoman in Graz) publicly speaks of
“family duties”, and reproduces racist clichés about
Roma children without repercussions, as well as
admits to deriving her “knowledge” about Roma
people from famous operas. We ask ourselves
how it is possible that a politician and cooperation partner for the “showcase project for Roma
integration” can propagate her pseudo-scientific
race theories about the Roma in public in the 21st
century. We are also shocked that this project was
initiated in cooperation with the chairman of the
Cultural Association of Austrian Roma, Professor
Rudolf Sarközi. “We want to help those people,” so
Sarközi.
But we don’t think that farming garlic is enough
of a prospect for the future of young Roma. Why
are we being demotivated denied the right and to
pursue higher education?
In Berlin-Neukölln, students are currently taught
in “special learning groups for students with no
German language skills”. This is happening at the
Hermann-von-Helmholtz Schule, Walter-Gropius
Schule and the Schule am Zwickauer Damm.
Many of them do not have the necessary school
experience and language skills in order to graduate. Consequently, alternative career perspectives
need to be developed early on.” (BA Neukölln,
13.11.2012)
It is scandalous that there is no awareness of Roma
youths issues. No one feels responsible, and no
support is available. Statements by “European
Neighbours”, partners and supporters make clear
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how little understanding of the situation and desire
for actual solidarity with Roma youth there is
among them.
Stefan Benedik and Barbara Tiefenbacher (from
the Institute for Contemporary History at Graz
University) are convinced that this project promotes
colonialist politics. Within such a political framework, people are characterized according to racialanthopological categorizations.
Consequently, it is presumed in the project’s
concept that “gypsies” are less intelligent than white
Europeans, and that “gypsies” are genetically inferior. The project describes itself as being appropriate
and manageable in terms of the skills it demands of
the Roma “intellectually”. Even the name “Organic
Garlic Romanes” is basically just an alternative version
of the “Gypsy schnitzel”. (Colette M.Schmidt/DER
STANDARD-print version, 28.12.2011)

ropa Kultur e.V. association receives a lot of financial
support from Berlin’s senate to realize projects for
Roma people.
Together with activist, filmmaker and visual artist
Marika Schmiedt, we demand that this project, and
the institutional and structural violence against Roma
people inextricably linked to it, is stopped.
(marikaschmiedt.wordpress.com/knoblauch-projektfur-roma-dass-etwas-geschieht/)

We think that the choice of name stands in the racist
tradition of the sales of colonial goods through white
European merchants. “From a postcolonial perspective, colonialism cannot be regarded as a closed
historical epoch. In white-German understanding of
history, however, that is exactly how it is portrayed.
But colonialism is tied to a continuous socio-psychological practice, namely that of assessing and defining
people’s worth according to randomly selected/constructed biological and cultural attributes, so that a
hierarchy is created, at the top of which a few whites
reside over many ‘others’.” (EDEWA pamphlet, p. 56)
The concept reproduces racist stereotypes/clichés and
colonial politics remain intact and continuous. Their
supposed “showcase project for Roma integration”
enacts institutional and structural violence on Roma
people.
We criticize strongly that Roma representatives in
powerful positions have let themselves be instrumentalized for the exploitative and discriminatory project.
This includes Prof. Sarközi, but also Dir. Dipl. Ing. Jan
Hero (from the European Roma Information Office).
Since it is a European model project, there are a
number of international cities partaking in addition
to Graz (Austria): Berlin (Germany), Pecs (Hungary),
Banksa Bystrica (Slovakia), Koprivnica (Croatia) and
Moldova Noua (Romania).
We are shocked that the project was received and is
being implemented in Berlin-Neukölln. Although we
live in Berlin and are actively engaged in confronting
anti-Romaism and fighting for Roma rights, we were
only informed about the (already running) project
after putting in a large amount of self-initiative. The
“Berliner Modellprojekt ROMA-Community” got a
presentation of the “Bio Knoblauch Romanes”-project
in the Südost Europa Kultur e.V. space- there was no
response from either media or public. The Südost Eu-

THE OPEN LETTER IS ADDRESSED AT:
European-Neighbours – Verein zur Förderung von Benachteiligten in Europa in Graz, Austria, Bernd Spiegl
Grazer Verein „European Neighbours“ (developed the
concept), Professor Rudolf Sarközi (chairman of the
Cultural Association of Austrian Roma), Sissi Potzinger (chairwoman of the ÖVP, Graz), Dr. Christian
Buchmann (Styrian government official), Dir.Dipl.Ing.
Jan Hero “Erio” (European Roma Information Office),
Mayor (Graz) Siegfried Nagl, Erich Kerngast landwirtschaftlichen Fachschule Alt-Grottenhof in Graz,
grocery chain “Spar“ (project partner), Dieter Frei
(LFI Styria), Dr.Franziska Giffey ( Education Council
Neukölln, Berlin), Cordula Simon (European Affairs
Comissioner of Neukölln, Berlin), Dr. Christin Müller,
Marco Schroeder and Edward Knight from Europa
Consulting, Südost Europa Kultur e.V. , the students
of the following three high schools in Neukölln, Berlin:
Hermann von-Helmholtz-Schule, Walter-GropiusSchule, Schule am Zwickauer Damm, further model
projects with the cities of Pecs (Hungary), Branislav
Slany, Peter Gogola, Bgm. Banska Bystrica (Slovakia),
Iva Svircic, city of Koprivnica (Croatia) und Moldova
Noua (Romania), William Lay, COFACE Condeferations of Family Organisations in the European Community with the EU comission.

Kind regards,
Der Paria - Zeitschrift für Politik von unten

“Der Paria and the Bündnis gegen Rassismus (Alliance
Against Racism), December 2012, Rally “Christmas
Organic Garlic Romanes” at Rathaus Neukölln in Berlin. The rally was against neo-colonial politics, Romaphobia and institutional and structural racism against
Roma and Roma self-representation, emancipation
and liberation, with speeches by Der Paria.
(marikaschmiedt.wordpress.com/2012/12/28/kundgebung-weihnachts-bioknoblauch-romanes-2/)
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„A ROAD TO NOWHERE“
An Interview with Marika Schmiedt
Marika Schmiedt is a Vienna-based activist, filmmaker and visual artist. An engagement with the Roma and
Sinti before and after 1945 is an integral part of her work as an artist. Luis Liendo Espinoza asked her about
her new film and the Roma’s dramatic current situation.
YOU BROUGHT OUT A NEW
FILM “ROMA MEMENTO.
ZUKUNFT UNGEWISS”
(ROMA MEMENTO. FUTURE
UNCERTAIN.“)?
My first film (“Eine lästige
Gesellschaft“ - “An Undesireable Society”) was a search for
traces of my grandmother’s fate.
In “Roma Memento”, it is my
mother’s turn to speak. The film
is about the effects that the loss
of my grandmother, who was
murdered, had. My mother’s
childhood influenced her till the
end of her life. In the film, she
talks about how horrible it was
for her to be confronted with
hostilities on a daily basis as a
child. It wasn’t just about her
heritage, but also about her not
knowing her heritage. She was
bullied and called “Papua-Negro”
in school. For a long time though,
she didn’t know why the bullying
was happening at all - because
she is a Romni. A different part
of the film thematizes the Roma’s
current situation.
YOU SHOT IN A ROMA-SLUM
IN BELGRADE. WHAT WAS
YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE
PEOPLE’S LIVING CONDITIONS?
Jasmina Tumbas was working
as an interpreter, and another
acquaintance of mine put me in
touch with a family. I wanted to
see for myself how Roma live
today. It is unbelievable, I strugg-

le finding the words to describe
it. Some of them live without
water and electricity, with open
sewers. They have no chances or
prospects. The world has written
them off. Not even the ambulances come to those areas, they
just refuse to go there. In case of
emergency, you have to go to the
hospital with a private car. I was
there in the summer; I have no
idea how anyone can survive the
winter under those conditions.
The people are destroyed, they
have no energy left.
Many of them aren’t even
capable of fighting for their
rights anymore. Such degrading
conditions impact the people
for generations to come. Some
are furious, and I got a taste of
that, too. They told me that there
had been a lot of camera teams
that had come to film them, but
nothing had changed. Those
people are desperate and just
want to get away. I met a Romni
there who could speak Germanshe had lived in Germany for
some years, and had been deported to the Cosovo. She asked me
to help her get to Vienna. Unfortunately I couldn’t do anything
for her.
THERE SEEMS TO BE NO
LIMIT TO THE VIOLENCE
COMMITTED AGAINST
ROMA NOWADAYS.
In many countries, especially
Eastern European ones, there
were pogroms against the Roma

last year. When you read the
stories and look at videos on
youtube, it is unbelievable. I
picked up on that topic for the
Roma pavillon at the Venice
Biennale in 2011. My film
“Vermächtnis.Legacy“ dealt with
the extremity of the persecution
of Roma people. In Bulgaria,
Hungary, Romania, Slovakia
and the Czech Republic, Roma
are not only forced to live under
abhorrant conditions, but are
also terrorized and threatened.
Factually, they can’t even turn
to the police for help because
the executive forces as well as
the administration are infiltrated by Jobbik (in Hungary) or
other racists. It’s crazy. Some
Roma representatives have
asked for asylum in Canada. The
hatred of the Roma has reached
grotesque dimensions. The Czech
village Rotava actually passed
a ban on sitting and standing,
aimed primarily at Roma whose
presence is unwelcome by and in
public. And countries like that
are in the European Union. …
I get the impression that the
general public doesn’t realize
what is going on. There might be
more reporting on these issues
nowadays, and access to information online, but it doesn’t change
anything. On the contrary, intervals between attacks are getting
shorter and shorter. It’s unbearable and frightening to see the
parallels to the Third Reich. I
publish news, reports and videos
about the oppression of Roma
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people on my blog on a neardaily basis. The language of
sedition, and the silence of the
masses haven’t changed a bit.
Personally, I don’t have much
hope, it’s only going to get worse.
Nonetheless, I’m going to try and
work as much as I can, primarily
internationally.
HOW SHOULD YOU RESPOND
TO THE VIOLENCE?
EXISTING INITIATIVES SEEM
TO BE GOING NOWHERE.

SOURCE:
marikaschmiedt.
wordpress.com

The biggest problem is the lack of
political conscience, not just in
the politics of the acting EU-states, but in the heads of the people in general. The shocking thing
is that anyone can watch what
is happening online. There are
attacks, pogroms, deaths. How
much more does it take? Many
people know it is going on, for
a little while they are affected,
but nothing changes. The Roma
don’t have a lobby. Everything
is possible. EU-officials holding
conferences and anti-Ziganism
experts are not going to make a
difference. I can’t deal with any
more of that talk around education and integration. The kids
are being attacked on the way to
and in school, or they are sent off
to segragated Roma schools and
classes. I can’t stand the term
“anti-Ziganism” What word is it
derived from? From “Zigeuner”
(“gypsy”); it is a term imposed by
others. The ORF-channel hardly
ever reports on Roma persecution, and when they do, they show
some images of dirty children
to fill the headline without any
attention paid to the backstory.
Instead, shows like “Dancing
Stars” mindlessly use and
reproduce clichés, for example:
“Let your inner gypsy out!” when
referring to aggressive and fiery

dancing. Or “Das Geschäft mit
der Liebe”, where a protagonist
said that “gypsy blood tempts
you to lie”. If I had the money,
I’d be sueing every single one of
them.
My criticism isn’t aimed exclusively at mainstream society, but
also at the Roma representatives.
Looking at the pressure and the
existential threats the Roma
are facing, there are next to no
serious demands being made.
The activities of many Roma-organisations are simply not on the
same level with the actual need
for engagement and confrontation. The lives of Roma people are
at stake. Roma people in Austria
who have something to say and
could make themselves heard
relatively easily fail to do so by
the dozen. Either they conform
to the demands of mainstream
society, like the state-subsidized
garlic- or cucumber-farming
projects posing as Roma-self
help, or they offer no substantial
contributions to the debate. I am
one of a few political Austrian
Roma artists, and I am trying
to become active here, but I get
hardly any support from other
Roma. On the contrary: My critical engagement and work is ignored, attacked or it doesn’t get
acknowledged. It’s exhausting
because I have to repeat myself
over and over again, but I don’t
have a choice but to continue. All
efforts have to be geared towards
creating a situation where the
people at least don’t have to fret
for their or their own or their
children’s lives. It is also about
putting up a fight against these
unacceptable living conditions.
But you can’t leave that up to
the individual states in question;
EU-wide regulations are needed.
The same goes for the deportation of Roma people from Western

EU-countries to Eastern Europe.
Roma are being deported to regions where they have no chance
at all to lead a “normal” life, and
they have to deal with intense
discrimination and hatred. It’s a
road to nowhere- future uncertain.
Marika Schmiedt in conversation
with Luis Liendo Espinoza (freelance author, living in Vienna)
Distributor: Stadtwerkstatt
Linz’s newspaper, issue April
2012

Interview with
Maria-Gracia Guimarães
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Maria-Gracia Guimarães lives in Berlin, takes violin lessons and has a
university degree. She is currently looking for an internship. In early November
2012 she witnessed harsh action against begging Romanian Roma infront of
the Douglas-store on Friedrichstraße (Berlin).
WHAT HAPPENED?
A detective who, I assume,
was working for Douglas held
down a Romni. She screamed
loudly when he pulled on her
hair. He was really very brutal
with her. She was screaming
and screaming and pleading
with the detective to let her
go.

that she was just begging.
So personally, I was shocked
because I couldn’t understand why a person who
is only begging was being
held own like that. I’m on
Friedrichstraße all the time,
and it happens quite often
that Roma are begging there,
and there is also Roma band
who plays very nice music.
Sometimes they get a bit of
WAS THE ROMNI BY HERSELF?
Well, I saw the Roma woman, money from the passers-by.
To me, she was just a Romni
and I think her boyfriend
who was begging.
was with her, too.
THE DETECTIVE WHO HELD HER
DOWN INFRONT OF THE STOREWAS HE BY HIMSELF? OR WERE
THERE OTHER DOUGLASEMPLOYEES?
I remember the detective,
and then there was another
man who was always walking
back and forth. Probably to
observe the situation. And
there were two employees, I
remember two women who
came outside once to check
what was going on and then
went back inside.

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?
I really didn’t know why
he was holding the Romni
down. But there were two
versions: the woman said she
was just begging, and the
detective said she had stolen
something. Then they called
the police, and they came.

WHAT DID THE POLICE DO WHEN
THEY ARRIVED?
First they arrested the
woman. So first thing, before
they asked any questions,
they arrested her. And then
they started the questioHOW DID YOU AND/OR OTHER
ning. The police started with
PASSERS-BY REACT?
I think there were these four the detective, and then the
people who had been there,
women that were there the
entire time, and one of them so the women and me, also
spoke to the police. I think
was genuinely shocked. All
that it was our own initiafour of them were really,
really shocked and they tried tive to speak to the police,
since they only took our
to convince the man to let
statements after we had
the woman go.
approached them. I want to
emphasize that it happened
WHERE YOU SHOCKED AS WELL?
on our intiative that we got
WHY?
to speak to the police, not
Yes, I was shocked as well.
Because we saw that he was vice versa. We absolutely
wanted to testify because we
being far too brutal with
thought the Romni had been
her. And then we also saw
treated so disgustingly.
that she was pregnant, and
we could’t understand why
WHAT DID YOU SAY TO THE POLICE
he was doing that. I don’t
OFFICER?
think there was a reason.
Because she kept saying that He got my details from
my ID card. Then he asked
she hadn’t done anything,

what I had seen. I said that
I was just walking past the
Douglas-store and that all of
a sudden I saw how the clerk
was pulling the woman’s, the
Romni’s hair.

DID ANYONE BESIDE THE
DETECTIVE SAY YOU WERE LYING?
There was this one man,
a passer-by, and I don’t
remember exactly what he
said, but I remember this
negative energy and him
HOW DID THE POLICE MAN REACT? saying in a loud voice, “What
He just looked at me and
you are saying isn’t true.”
didn’t respond at all. But
when another witness talked WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE
about how brutal the detec- WHOLE THING NOW?
tive had been, the detective
I don’t know exactly what
said that she was lying. He
happened, but I saw how
said that.
brutal that man was and I
think that it wasn’t necesTHE POLICE MAN SAID THAT THE
sary at all. That was reallly
WITNESS I SLYING WHEN SHE SAID shocking.
THAT THE DETECTIVE WAS TOO
BRUTAL?
WHAT ARE YOUR OTHER EXPERINo, not the police man;
ENCES WITH ROMA PEOPLE?
the detective said that the
On Friedrichstraße, my only
witness was lying. When
experience is with that great
another witness testified
Roma band. And I had a very
that he was being too brutal very good Roma friend. I
with the Romni, the detecmean, a boyfriend of mine
tive jus started shouting
was Roma. We had a very
„She‘s lying, she‘s lying,“, and very good relationship. The
that infront of the police.
first time we met, I remember that very well, he said,
HE EXCLAIMED “SHE IS LYING.”
“Hello, my name is Gabi.”
WHILE SHE WAS GIVING HER
And I said, “Maria.” And then
STATEMENT?
he asked where I was from,
Exactly.
and I said Angola. And he
said to me, “I’m a Rom.” And
HOW DID THE POLICE OFFICER
I said. “Oh, how nice, I’ve
RESPOND TO THAT?
never met a Rom before.”
He didn’t react at all, no. He I always say that, when I
just continued taking the
meet someone from a new
witness statement. Then he
culture or a new country.
stood next to the police car. And then he said, “It makes
The detective was standing
me happy that you are so
there as well, and it seemed pleased, usually people are
to me like they were having
always so stand-offish.” And
a normal conversation with
I responded, “Really?” Now
eachother.
I’m beginning to understand
what that actually means.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE ROMNI’S
BOYFRIEND?
The interview was
I didn’t see that. And I don’t conducted on 15.11.2012 by
remember him. I only saw
Filiz Demirova (Editor Der
the Romni in the police car.
Paria).
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THEY CALL THEMSELVES
GYPSIOLOGISTS
A Forum Tsiganologische Forschung
(Forum for Romani/Gypsy Studies,
“FTF”) currently exists at Leipzig
University as part of the Ethnology Institute, where ethnological
fieldstudies about “gypsies” are being
produced.
The homepage reads (about the
course’s development): “In 1998,
Prof. Bernhard Streck, director
of the Institute for Ethnology at
the University of Leipzig, began
to raise the interest in the cultu-

res of Romanies/Gypsies among
his students. Up to this day, the
seminar originating from that time
has taken place every semester and
the number of students occupied
with Tsiganologie (Romani/Gypsy
Studies) has steadily increased.” It
continues (on goals/hopes): “May
the readers of the Tsiganologischen Mitteilungen (publications
in Romani/Gypsy Studies) consider
it a medium for communication of
a multiplicity of diverse approaches that will challenge old and

© MARIKA SCHMIEDT

inspire new ways of thinking.”
Ii is questionable in what way
racist scholarship is meant to
“inspire new ways of thinking”.
I wonder what the following
master’s theses have to offer in
way of “a multiplicity of diverse
approaches”: “Female living
environments in Shutka/Skopje
– A Cat Has Nine Lives, and the
Woman has Seven Skins Like an
Onion” by Julia Glei or “A Odyssee
of Refuge – On the Topology
of ‘Gypsy Groups’ in Leipzig,
1991-1993” by Michael Hönicke
(2009), and “Weddings in Shutka –
Performative Tendencies in ‘Gypsy
Cultures’” by Maria Melms.
In my opinion, there is no difference between the research being
conducted at the Forum for
Romani/Gypsy Studies in Leipzig
today, and the “scholarship”
during the NS-era.
Till circa 1938, one of the two
“scholarly” disciplines regarding
“gypsies” in the Third Reich was
ethnology. I ask you: What is the
difference between today’s gypsiologists and Martin Block (18911972)?
During NS-times, ethnological
“research” was represented by
Martin Block. His “ethno-psychological” approach insinuated that
Sinto and Roma had the most
absurd fantasies. Within his
appropriations, he claimed being
able to establish a connection
between evolutionary, race and
cultural theory. To gain any kind of
access to his “subjects”, he sought
out Roma whom he was planning
on inviting himself to stay with
for a few days. He then pretended
that he was a German “gypsy” who
had deserted military service, and
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bribed his hosts with alcohol and
money to get them to talk.
Martin Block’s works are still
available in public libraries today.
Berlin’s Amerikanischen Gedenkbibliothek shelves Die Zigeuner:
ihr Leben und ihre Seele; dargestellt aufgrund eigener Reisen und
Forschungen (Gypsies: Their Lives
and their Customs), amongst others.
Who benfits from keeping Romaphobic books from the Third Reich
available in public libraries?
What might be the reason for it?
What ideologies and power structures are being kept intact through
this? In university libraries, the
gypsiologists’ theses stand cover
to cover with books full of antiRomaist content. Critical literature
from the different Roma perspectives is practically non-existent.
This is not only yet more proof for
the failure of accounting for the
genocide on the Roma, but it is a
continuation of the institutionalized violence against these people.
Disconcertingly, the gypsiologists
are amongst the key players in
Roma politics, thus weakening
and co-opting the Roma resistance
movement, and even profiting
financially from it along the way
by setting up a “Roma-industry”.
For example: in the scope of
my research, I found out about
ethnologist Verena Spilker. Up
until a year ago, she was an active
member of the Roma/non-Roma
youth organisation Amaro Drom
e.V.. In 2009, however, she wrote
her master’s thesis at the Forum
for Romani/Gypsy Studies entitled
“Madjari- ‘Gypsies’ in Transcarpathia – Example Szernye”. An
article, “A People Remain- Roma
in Berlin” in Tip magazine from
October 2011, reads: “The 30-year
old repeatedly spent time in the
Ukraine, Macedonia and Hungary.
She has encountered the social
problems in those countries first
hand on her research trips and
through project-based and voluntary work experience. ‘Stealing,

filth and poverty are in the Roma’s
genes’ is the general attitude there.
Quote Verena Spilker: ‘No one has
the feeling that they need to do
anything to change the situation.
And you can almost always feel that
sense of resignation and hopelessness.’” Who needs these so-called
“Roma-experts”? Why do they get
handed so much power? And if
non-Roma speak about Roma, what
“resistive” results can that possibly
have?
One thing that resulted from it was
the new internet portal “gypsyresearch.org” which claims to cater
to “a demand to know more about
different ‘gypsy groups’ in our
country”.
Another example: When high
school students want to engage
with the topic “gypsies”, or
university students are planning
on writing their disseration on
a “gypsy”-related issue, they are
happy to supply them with information and guidance.
Or the project “Organic Garlic
Romanes”, an Styrian initiative
(July 2011). After government
official Dr Christian Buchmann’s
motion, the Land government
in Graz decided to invest 12 200
Euros in Graz-based association
“European Neighbours”’ project
“Organic Garlic Romanes”. “To
support and assist the underprivileged of Europe.”
“We want to promote this idea
because we want actions to follow
words. With Organic Garlic
Romanes, we support the creation
of jobs for Roma in their home
countries, as well as their willingness and ability to work. Growing
garlic is a meaningful occupationas opposed to undignified begging,”
Buchmann stated.
“With this initial sponsorship and
in collaboration with the city of
Graz (which has made the same
amount of funding available) , it
should be possible to create mid- to
long-term jobs for Roma in five
EU-states. The project was initiated
by the afore-mentioned association

in cooperation with the chairman
of the Cultural Association of
Austrian Roma, Professor Rudolf
Sarközi, and Sissi Potzinger, the
ÖVP councilwoman in Graz.” (…)
By Filiz Demirova, Editor Der Paria
Excerpt from the talk given by Filiz
Demirov on November 9th 2012 at
Rroma Aether Klub Theater (http://
www.rromaakt.de) in Berlin in the
context of the EDEWA (anti-racist
resistance purchasing cooperative)exhibition (edewa.tumblr.com).

SOURCES:
1. „Forum Tsiganologische Forschung“
www.uni-leipzig.de/~ftf/konzept/konzept.
html
2. „Exotismus und Homogenisierung –
Verdinglichung und Ausbeutung, Aspekte
ethnologischer Betrachtungen der
„Zigeuner“ in Deutschland nach 1945“
Von Katrin Reemtsma
www.lpb-bw.de/publikationen/sinti/
sinti12.htm
3. „Bleibendes Volk: Roma in Berlin“
Von tip-Redaktion
www.tip-berlin.de/kultur-und-freizeitstadtleben-und-leute/bleibendes-volkroma-berlin
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COMMUNITY BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING THE POTENTIAL
FOR SELF-HELPING
Roma in Berlin on the road to active involvement and participation

is an inter-cultural association of
young Roma and non-Roma, and
the state association Amoro Drom
e.V.. The association’s goal is to
strengthen young people through
empowerment, mobilisation, selforganisation and participation.
As Europeans, we want to be take
actively take part in creating more
acceptance and repect, mutual
understanding and integration in
our society. Amoro Foro e.V. works
closely with “djo - Deutsche Jugend
in Europa” (“German Youth in
Europe”, member of the German
Youth Ring), and is a member of
“ternYpe- International Roma
Youth Network” and “Phiren
Amenca”, a network of Roma and
non-Roma-volunteers and volunteer programs.

The project is aimed at Roma people in Berlin who want to be involved in
strengthening the Roma commnunity out- and inwardly. A primary focus is
training multipliers who will appeal directly to Roma from the new EU-accession countries. The project promotes communties’ potentials and is invested
in the prevention of marginalization, equal opportunities and the need for
participation in society. Interconnecting existing potentials and making use of
the resultant synergy effect should strengthen the Roma-community inwardly. Strengthening an engaged Roma-community outwardly must be achieved
in order to publically raise awareness for issues like anti-Romaism and Roma
migrants’ ressources. In particular, this includes support for young Roma and
Roma women to gain higher qualifications and become actively engaged in the
Roma community. The goal is an in- and outwardly strong Roma community
that is aware of problems as much as approaches to solving those problems; a
community that can communicate these thus actively participate in improving
the situation and circumstances for Roma people in Berlin.
Methods:
• Interconnecting of initiatives, activists and associations
• experts from the Roma community as contact persons on a political level
• acquisition and training/qualification of multipliers
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YOUTHS REMEMBER
THEIR DECEASED
2897 Sinti and Roma were murdered in AuschwitzBirkenau’s gas chambers on August 2nd 1944. It was the
elderly, women and children who were imprisoned in the
so-called “gypsy camp” in Auschwitz-Birkenau. All in all, the
Germans and their collaborators murdered 500 000 Roma
during this time. But these sad facts are still not part of the
modern historical narrative.

Because we can not and will not forget those that were
murdered and never had the chance to revolt against their
prosecution and murder!
Young people carry an essential responsibility in the developmental process towards a peaceful and inclusive Europe.
We need to strengthen the voices and participation of
young people! Through our presence in Auschwitz-

To counter this situation, the “Roma Genocide Commemoration Project” was created in 2010. The project aims to
educate about the genocide of the Roma, and their situation during World War II.
In the scope of the “Roma Genocide Commemoration
Project”, ternYpe and its members commemorate the Roma
genocide on August 2nd by organizing many local events.

Birkenau, we lend expression to our fight for our history to
be admitted. We are convinced that the acknowledgement
of our history and our identities, historical amends and a
profound improvement of our perception by others are at
the core of finally having our dignity as people recognized!

Every year, about 60 young Roma and non-Roma come
together in Auschwitz-Birkenau to commemorate the
fate suffered by thousands of Roma during World War II.

By Merdjan Jakupov, “Roma activist” and chairman of Amaro
Foro e.V.
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